
Three Brightness Modes 
(The remote control has memory function, you can set only once.) 

1.AUTO mode. AUTO mode means radar mode for all night. This mode 
is the brightest and the discharging time is more than 5 days. 

2.Switch to radar mode after constant light mode. The buttons "2+X", 
"3+X" means switching to radar mode after 2 or 3 hours constant 

lighting. The brightness of this mode is 70% of radar mode for all night. 
3. Always mode. Always mode means constant lighting for all light. The 

brightness of this mode is 70% of radar mode for all night. 
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Tips: 

Radar mode for all night 

Decrease the brightness 
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1.Pressing the key ·AuTo· the light will automatically turn on in the dark 
and turn off to charge in the day. 

2.The remote control has memory function, you can set according to your 
preference. 

3.The brightness is 70% of radar mode during in constant lighting mode, 
2 hours constant lighting mode, 3 hours constant lighting mode. 

1.Lamp 2.Screws 3.Metal Plate I 

l4.Remote Control 5.Operating Manual j 

Light-control Detection. 

1.take out lamp cap 2.press the key 3. the charging indicator 
[AUTO] will flash (placing the 

solar panel towards the 
sunlight) 

4.install the 5.put the 
metal plate with screws screw cap on 

All-in-one Solar Light 

Product Overview 

Solar light is an electric lamp which converts light energy into 
electricity by solar panels. The advantage of the product is no 
wiring, easy to installation and without electricity . In the day, 
solar panel absorbs the sun's light and convert to electricity 
and store in batteries. At night, the light will turn on automatically. 

Operating Manual 

Installing 

1.lnsert the lamp arm into the lamp body and tighten the screw. 
2.Make sure the solar panel is installed towards the south and it 

isn't blocked by obstacles. 

Wall Installation Holding Pole Installation 

(A diagram for how the orientation impacts on power generation efficiency) 

Tips: 

1.lnstallation direction of the solar panel is 5-10 degrees south to 
west, an angle of 35 degrees with the horizontal place. 

2.Please install the solar panel in the sun direction to 
avoid affecting the power generation efficiency. 

3.Please ensure the installation is stable. 
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